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Rothschild’s 200 Million Dollar Bet

is. The news channel CNBC re- have suddenly unloaded their Rothschild could sell for a profit
When we try to characterize
the daily business of the me- cently noted Lord Jacob stocks! Over-night there were pa- of 20:1. Ah, so that’s how it
Rothschild’s recent 200 million nic sales throughout the whole works! In just17 years, he was
dia in just a few words, we
dollar bet. He is betting on the country. What the “smart imita- able to multiply his start-up capiare unable to avoid using
words like “devious”, downfall of the crippled Euro. tors” did not know was that Roth- tal 2,500 times! And the “great”
“deceptive” or as US Presi- Yet people like Rothschild used schild had abused his post service constantly do the same! They alto make the point that you must monopoly. Twenty four hours be- so own most of the media corpodent Thomas Jefferson once
imitate the “great” if you want to fore the government even knew rations! One thing we should
put it: “dirty”. Simone de
invest your money safely. How about it, his own personal Roth- know about their “bets”. They
Beauvoir said that the most
smart that sounds. And since the schild courier, Rothworth, re- may let their imitators win occadevious lie is: “that which
French Revolution, we idiots ported to him of the British victo- sionally – but only as a casino
is omitted”. Regardless of
have fallen for that age-old casino ry over Napoleon. Yet he neither owner does his clientele; in the
what the mainstream media
trick! Back then in 1815, panic let the government nor the people end, it is always one and the same
report, they lie arbitrarily, spread among money handlers know of this. Only after he had winner!
Sources:
CNBC TV program;
shaping the content entirely
because Nathan Mayer Roth- bought up untold quantities of
Phönix Nr.6 /2012 16. Jahrgang;
according to their own inte- schild suddenly unloaded his stocks for practically a song, did
www.youtube.com/watch?
stock on the market. Everyone the news of Britain’s victory over
rests. Reporting about the
v=UKv8onIbX0A
figured that the British must have France seep through to the public. www.youtube.com/watch?v=pyRQa1Y
mass-protest in France
hkfm
against homosexual marria- lost the battle of Waterloo. Other- This made the value of his stocks
www.youtube.com/watch?v=dbh83wise the “great” would never skyrocket. Now Nathan Mayer
ge and adoptions, they
KdDpc
shamelessly play down the
Israel’s minister
number
demonstrating
Is Iran developing an atomic bomb?
of foreign affairs
from 800,000 to some
Statement by Dr. Alireza Salari feel and the development of
10,000. When reporting
Avigdor
Lieberman is a most
(Iranian Ambassador to Swi- the country, that is what the
about the AZK (Anti-censor- tzerland) concerning this ques- government supports. So rest pompous specimen. Some
ship conference) lecture by
tion:
assured, Iran does not intend to examples: He demands the
Sylvia Stolz, they simply cre- “The only country in the region own nuclear arms and also has death sentence for Arab memate, in “free-style” a crimi- that even has nuclear arms and no need of them. And for 30 bers of parliament who speak
nal sounding partnership
has shown signs of expansio- years we have heard that Iran with “enemies”. He threatens
although she has lived
nism* to use such is not the will be ready to build atomic to “level and remove the Gaza
alone for many years, con- Islamic Republic of Iran, but bombs in one or two years. strip from the face of the earth”
sciously choosing to be
the formation that calls itself And every wise person should and to go against Iran
single etc. As long as the
Israel. Iran neither needs, nor ask themselves, especially af- “without compromise”. He
media are considered cre- owns, nor plans on owning ter 30 years: Are one or two wants to send released Palestidible, the people will be da- nuclear arms.
years not over yet? — And so nian prisoners to a place
maged. Help to expose this
[...] So there is no necessity for you will understand, these are ”from which they will never
return” or simply “sink them
media deception - with
atomic warheads, neither for nothing but lies!”
in the ocean”. His political
strong, irrevocable evi- deterrence nor for a war victodence!
ry in this day and age. What is *political military action a nati- party “Israel Beteinu” (Israel
Ivo Sasek
more important for Iran now is on uses to expand its areas of is our home) demands an oath
of loyalty from everyone desidemocracy and development! power and influence
Source: ring to become a citizen. In
“Media companies are no
And with democracy I mean
original conference address,
chicken feed producers.
http://anti-zensur.info/ the government, this party octhat the people support the
It has to be clear to the
index.php?page=azk8# cupies five ministry offices.
country and not nuclear arms!
public who is behind
(Vortrag: 140 Jahre According to Israeli newspaAnd the peace and freedom and
Freundschaftsvertrag Iran-Schweiz:
which business.”
independence that the people Was man über den Iran wissen sollte) pers, he seems to have pockePeter Glotz
continuation page 2
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Who is paying for Europe’s new problem child?

ted hundreds of thousands of sbb. In the summer of 2013 Croa- order to provoke the bankruptcy advance that the independent
dollars worth of bribes. His tia is to join the European Union. of other functioning states. Vivi- “Company Z” support this with
plan for the future of West We know already the burden the ane Reding, the EU minister of huge sums. Economically, noboJordan Land involves the idea EU is shouldering. For four years justice, made it very clear in her dy, even in his imagination
of four separate counties with the nation of Croatia has not re- recent interview that she expects would ever consider doing such a
no traffic routes between corded any economic growth. Its a payment of millions from inde- thing, yet the EU forces this crimithem.
Source: creditworthiness was recently pendent Switzerland for Croatia. nal injustice through as a matter
Originaltext, Kommentar zum lowered to the absolute lowest Her reasoning: “When one is part of course.
Zeitgeschehen, Oktober 2012
Sources:
level and the budget plan presen- of an ensemble, one cannot just
„Ein weiteres Sorgenkind für die EU“,
ted for 2013 includes an increase pick out the raisins.” For compariNZZ, 19.12.2012
“Mankind must put an
in deficit. Why should the highly son: this is as if nearly bankrupt
www.nzz.ch/aktuell/wirtschaft/
end to war before war
wirtschaftsnachrichten/ein-weiteresindebted EU take in another pro- “company X” were planning to
sorgenkind-fuer-die-eu-1.17898484
puts an end to mankind.” blem child? There is a suspicion buy out the highly indebted and
„EU wird Geld für Kroatien wollen“,
John F. Kennedy
that Brussels’s EU power elite competitively
incapable
Thurgauer-Zeitung, 10.1.2013
takes on the debt of these states in “Company Y” and demanded in

Chemical weapons against Syria

CO2 lie and
hk. Rebels, who fight against the their accomplices, that “Syria is Internet censorship

“The only thing necessary
for the triumph of evil is for
Syrian government, used chemi- planning the use of chemical wea- mh. The Canadian environmen- good men to do nothing.”
*Edmund Burke, Irish author and
cal weapons against the Syrian pons”, should be examined more tal journalist Lawrence Solomon
army in Damascus. A Syrian presidential guard told, that at least
seven Syrian soldiers were killed,
after they were attacked with chemical weapons. The rebels are
citizens of other countries
(mercenaries or criminals), who
also threatened to poison Syrian
drinking water. In view of these
things
happening,
the
“accusations” of the USA and

carefully. The mosaic of the socalled Arab spring gives a clear
picture of the ugly face of power
hungry America, staged with the
help of rebels, who are nothing
more than paid and incited mercenaries.
Sources:
http://syrianfreepress.wordpress.com/
2012/12/29/12872/
http://english.farsnews.com/
newstext.php?nn=9107129627

“One cannot fight terrorism with the
worst kind of terrorism - war.”
Gregor Gysi

Home schooling forbidden!
pi. Home schooling is education
and learning without school. As
educational pressure grows in the
schools, an increasing number of
parents are ready to give their
kids home-lessons themselves or
provide this to them. This was
evident at the first international
“Conference for school-free learning“ (GHEC 2012) in November
2012 in Berlin. However, the
mainstream-media did not report
anything about it.
In Germany home schooling is
submitted to serious penalties by
a compulsory school attendance
law. Home education promotes

the maturity of the students a lot
more than conventional schooling. Why then are fines and prison sentences imposed more and
more frequently, against parents
who choose to teach their children at home – even for short
periods? Could it be that these
penalties are given because these
students grow up to be mature
citizens, and that “this sort of person“ is not appreciated by our
State?!

Source:„Junge
Freiheit“,Berlin vom 8.11.2012/
Artikel: „Kampf um die Nische“
www.jungefreiheit.de/Archiv.611.0.html
(Suchbegriff: Kampf um die Nische)

Philosopher (1729–1797)
researched the climate studies of
climate liar William Michael
Closing Point ●
Connolley. He discovered that
not only had Connolley systema- Whoever fights for justice
and uncensored counter
tically manipulated and falsified
voices, is also sometimes atclimate research data, but that he
tacked by the law. Currently
had also crept into the position of
editor for the online encyclope- attorney Daniel Kettiger is
dia, Wikipedia. In this position, bringing charges against
Sylvia Stolz and Ivo Sasek.
Connolley not only falsified
In my case because I let
5000 articles, but also erased 500
Sylvia Stolz talk about
more which did not express his
opinion. On top of this he remo- “speaking prohibited, proofs
prohibited, defence prohibitved the authorship rights of 2000
Wikipedia authors, who had writ- ed” at the eighth AZK (Anticensorship
conference).
ten articles against his climate
and CO2 lies! Connolley’s beha- Here we experience, close to
home, the reality of “freedom
vior is a brilliant example of a
propagandist liar, and of the ex- of opinion and speech”. In
treme tactics of deceptive censor- case no lawyers from our
readership volunteer for deship through the globalist mafia.
fending my case, I will apSources:
pear before court without
www.redstate.com/bs/2009/12/20/
human advocate. What I
climate-cultist-william-connolleysabotages-wikipedia/
would appreciate most,
www.eike-klima-energie.eu/
would be an absolutely deterklima-anzeige/wikipediamined lawyer, who defies
wissenklimafaelscher-connolley-derthese accusers successfully.
mann-der-unser-weltbild-umschrieb/
Are there any helpers of this
“He whom the
kind ready, somewhere? If
there are - please contact the
crowd believes has
editor.
the power.”
Thanks a lot!
Ernst Raupach,
Ivo Sasek
German playwright
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